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Abstract

The automatic identification of harmonic progressions
from music audio data is an interesting problem, both
from a signal processing and a music theory perspective.
Harmony identification is considered a problem of great
practical importance in the field of Music Information
Retrieval. In the most simple case, the goal of the anal-
ysis is to identify the root of the currently played chord.
The root of a chord is the fundamental note on which the
chord is built. Existing approaches to this task either use
pitch class distribution optimizations or segmentation ap-
proaches.

A limitation of both approaches is that they do not put
currently analyzed chords into the context of preceding
chords. The proposed framework combines the two ap-
proaches mentioned above. It consists of three major
modules: Module 1 analyzes the pitch class distribution
of audio frames. Module 2 segments the audio stream.
Module 3 interprets the retrieved data in the context of
previously analyzed audio frames.

At least two different instantiations are presented and
analyzed for each module. Thus several audio analysis
techniques, several segmentation approaches and differ-
ent Hidden Markov Models are analyzed. The evaluation
tasks are performed on one piece of music by Chopin and
several tracks by The Beatles.

Introduction

This work focuses on human-like analysis of harmonic
progression of music pieces. The acoustic perception of
humans thus has to be modeled. This includes acoustic
waveform analysis for the analysis of distinct pitches as
well as probabilistic reasoning to determine a chord from
a set of previously analyzed pitches. Probabilistic rea-
soning additionally provides the ability to put chords in
context to each other. The root progression of the piece
of music is considered to be determined from the audio
signal.

The questions that arise immediately are: Does a generic
approach solve the problem? And in case no generic ap-
proach exists: Do approaches exist that solve this task
better than others under certain circumstances?

This work approaches the questions addressed above
by analyzing the Beatles corpus introduced by [8] and
Chopin’s Ballad in F Major, op. 38. Moreover, this work
is an extension of [4] as it extends the comparability of
the results to previous works in related domains. For

details about the implementation and the analysis tech-
niques see [4].

Related Work

Acoustic waveform analysis techniques have been pro-
posed by several researchers and they still investigate
this topic. On the one hand multipitch and chord analy-
sis techniques have been developed to determine pitches
and chords from audio signals (Module 1). On the other
hand researchers investigated audio signal segmentation
techniques to determine unstable tonal states (Module
2). [1] were the first to combine both techniques to ana-
lyze a monophonic audio signal in real-time.

In general, segmentation approaches reach an accuracy
above 90% in average. Unlike the pitch and chord analy-
sis approaches, segmentation algorithms have been eval-
uated and compared extensively. The pitch analysis ap-
proaches often take advantage of instrument-dependent
overtone progression and try to get in tune to signals
being out of tune. These analysis techniques often are
strictly related to instrument characteristics and cannot
be applied for a universal analysis (e.g. drum set over-
tones do not behave like overtones from a piano).

Last but not least several probabilistic reasoning ap-
proaches have been introduced to solve the chord analy-
sis task. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are chosen to
solve this task as the analysis task has to be performed in
real-time (Module 3). These models are usually trained
by annotated music pieces and optimize the overall like-
lyhood of the complete chord sequence of a piece of mu-
sic. This is not what is done in [4]. He concentrates on
the analysis of the currently perceived audio signal. The
signal is interpreted as it is perceived at point in time
t ∈ N. This also includes the knowledge of the harmonic
progression up to this point in time t, namely points in
time 0, ..., t but no future points in time t+1, ..., t+n for
n, t ∈ N. Hence, the most probable chord is determined
at each point in time t. This is a rather raw approach as
the features of the HMMs are not completely utilized.

[4] evaluated several algorithms for each module and at-
tended to the impact of each module on the analysis re-
sults. He evaluated four different analysis types for Mod-
ule 1. Two approaches were analyzed for Module 2 and
several HMM settings were tested for Module 3. The re-
sults were related to the characteristics of the analyzed
piece of music and to the analysis technique itself. For
Module 1 the least sophisticated approach performs best
if a context sensitive analysis is intended (e.g. the use of
HMMs). The appearance of percussions has more impact
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on the evaluation of the Module 2 realizations. The least
complex model in Module 3 performed best in average.

Settings and Results

The test settings are described per module in the follow-
ing paragraphs. Afterwards the results are listed.

First of all the approaches of Module 1 are presented.
These are:

• A raw frequency analysis (FFT).

• An analysis on spectral peaks of the FFT (FFT+P).

• An analysis taking overtones and fine-tuning into
consideration (FFT+H).

• The constant Q-Transformation (CQT, [2]) is ana-
lyzed.

Two basic techniques compared in Module 2 are: onset
detection (OD) and harmonic change detection (HCD)
([3],[6]). Two different probabilistic configurations are
compared in Module 3. They differ in what they model:
The first model describes key transitions and is equal to
the Circle of Fifth (CoF) whereas the second model ex-
tends this state space and models the transition between
chords in keys. The second model (LD) has been pre-
sented by Lerdahl in [7] and is more complex than the
first one.

The evaluation framework is the one being presented in
[4].

(a) Module 1:

FFT FFT+P FFT+H CQT
Beatles 31.89% 18.39% 10.56% 27.34%
Chopin 67% 69% 72% 72%

(b) Module 2 and Module 3:

OD HCD CoF LD
Beatles 32.29% 32.27% 41.05% 30.79%
Chopin 80.93% 83.41% 81.95% 80.49%

Table 1: The tables present the average hit rates (%) being
reached by the different realizations of Module 1, 2 and 3 ((a),
(b)) on the Beatles corpus and on the Chopin Ballad.

The results on the two data sets (Table 1(a)) differ for
each other in Module 1. Both the best and the worst
rates are reached by different approaches. Hence, no clear
statement can be given. The hit rates of the ballad are
more than two times higher than that of the corpus.

The same holds for the analysis of Module 2 (Table 1(b)).
In case the Beatles corpus is analyzed, the OD performs
best but does not differ significantly as HCD does on the
Ballad of Chopin. Module 2 has more impact on the
analysis of the ballad than on the corpus. This is again
similar to the results of [4] and is related to the fact that
the Ballad is a pitched piece of music.

Module 3 gives definite results, as in both evaluations the
CoF initialization performs best (Table 1(b)).The overall

hit rate improved significantly on the corpus. No impact
exists on the ballad results as the HMMs improved the re-
sults partly but also confused previously correct assigned
labels.

Conclusions

The results state that no generic approach exists to solve
the tasks of the modules. The accuracy of the results
of Module 1 are strictly related to the recording qual-
ity and to the music characteristics: the ballad achieves
high rates as it is piano music without percussions and
artificial sounds. Harmonic classification of percussive
music is difficult and has not been addressed yet. The
results of this work confirm the results of [4] as the least
sophisticated analysis approach for Module 1 performs
best for arbitrary music. HCD in Module 2 has more im-
pact on the segmentation than the OD if pitched music
is analyzed. Interestingly, OD is not significantly bet-
ter if percussive music is evaluated. The approaches in
Module 3 improved the results significantly on the cor-
pus but no improvement can be recognized on the ballad.
This goes back to very good results in Module 1 and the
elimination of unstable states in Module 2. The third
module confuses these good results at some points but
also corrects some errors but is worse in average.

Future research should focus on the harmonic interpre-
tation of percussive and artificial sounds. The cognition
rates could thereby be improved.
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